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SUBJECT: Proposed Park Name – Henry Houston Scott Park 

RECOMMENDATION 

The Parks, Recreation & Culture Department recommends that Council: 

1. Receive this report for information; and

2. Approve the name “Henry Houston Scott Park” for the park lot currently labelled 77C
Utility ROW (map attached as Appendix “I”).

INTENT 

The intent of this report is to provide background information on park naming in Surrey, the 
proposed name, and to seek Council approval for the naming of one park site in Surrey. 

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS 

The City Policy, “Naming of Parks and Facilities” (attached as Appendix “II”) includes the 
following criteria:  

“Neighbourhood Parks should be given names recognizing: 
a) Special features or major plant life indigenous to parks;
(a) Surrey pioneers known in the area in which the park is located;
(b) Local street and subdivision names;”

BACKGROUND 

In 2018, members of the community from the Surrey Historical Society submitted a request to 
name the park site “77C Utility ROW” in Cloverdale after Henry Houston Scott and the Scott 
family. Henry Houston Scott was an African American born in 1854 in Texas.  He married Amy 
Florence Alridge in 1880 and the couple had ten children and resided in various U.S. states before 
arriving in Canada.  In 1912, the Scotts and 3 of their children (Roy, Jesse, Benola) moved to the 
Fraser Valley, settling in Cloverdale along today’s 64 Avenue and approximately 181A Street.  The 
Scotts grew hay and farmed dairy cattle along what is now 64 Avenue. 
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When Benola Scott passed away in 1971, the Scott family line ended in Cloverdale.  The Scott 
family contributed to and witnessed tremendous growth and development in Cloverdale between 
1912-1971.   

DISCUSSION 

To recognize the important role the Scott family played in shaping the area in which they settled, 
it is recommended to name a portion of parkland in honour of their work and life in Surrey.  The 
Scotts were one of the earliest African American families to settle in the Cloverdale area.  Along 
with renaming the parkland, a heritage sign will be installed to share the Scott family’s story and 
allow park users to learn more about the history of their community.  The Surrey Heritage 
Advisory Commission is supportive of this initiative. 

SUSTAINABILITY CONSIDERATIONS 

The proposed name change supports the objectives of the City’s Sustainability Charter 2.0.  In 
particular this relates to Sustainability Charter 2.0 themes of by Built Environment & 
Neighbourhoods, specifically Desired Outcomes (“DO”) and Strategic Directions (“SD”): 

• Inclusion SD 18: Celebrate and build upon what makes us proud of our community.
• Inclusion SD 19: Support placemaking opportunities at the neighbourhood level and the

creation of community gathering spaces.
• Neighbourhoods and Urban Design DO 1: Surrey is comprised of distinct, diverse and

compact neighbourhoods and Town Centres, with an engaging public realm.
• Education and Culture DO 10: Surrey celebrates, protects and promotes its natural and

built heritage sites.

CONCLUSION 

Based on the above discussion, it is recommended that Council approve the name “Henry 
Houston Scott Park” for the park lot currently labelled 77C Utility ROW. 

Laurie Cavan 
General Manager 
Parks, Recreation & Culture 
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